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Health precautions will be required in 2024 too. There are high chances of injuries. New job
offers will be there but the switching jobs will not be so easy. In business, there could be
troubles related to workers. Income will increase after April 2024. Vrishchik Rashi students will
have some unexpected difficulties this year. 2024 is not favourable year for buying new
vehicles. But, it is good for buying residential properties. 2024 is an auspicious year for getting
married. Worries about parents' health and children's welfare will persist.

  

HEALTH: Health prospects for 2024 for Scorpio or Vrishchik moon sign born people:

The Scorpio Moon Sign people who are having health problems related to liver, diabetes,
cholesterol and gall bladder, could experience a sudden spike in such health issues in the first
four months of 2024. These four months are a crucial for those Vrishchik Rashi people who are
on the borderline of these above mentioned health disorders. They must be more careful about
their diet and lifestyle in these four months to avoid crossing over that border line. 

In 2024, in all months, other ailments about which the Vrishchik Rashi people should be more
alert are related to digestion, reproductive organs, urinary system, heart, and blood pressure.
The health of the Scorpio Moon Sign people will improve considerably from June 2024, but they
should not be too confident about their health in 2024. In March, April, May, June and
September 2024, Vrishchik Rashi people will be under high risk of sustaining injuries. So,
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alertness about personal safety too is required in these months.

JOB: Job prospects for 2024 for Scorpio or Vrishchik moon sign born people:

There will be new job offers in January, February and March 2024, for Scorpio Moon Sign
employees. The Vrishchik Rashi employees seeking to shift to new jobs will be able to do so in
March and April 2024, but such shifts will not be smooth and peaceful. Unexpected problems, in
both previous and new jobs, will create a lot of stress and anxieties for Scorpio Moon Sign
employees. It could take around two months for such problems to be fully resolved. But, once
the complications are removed the progress in job will be smooth and good.

Despite the change of job, or an upgrade of the job profile in the existing job, in the first four
months of 2024, the salary hike will not be as expected, for Scorpio Moon Sign employees.
Satisfactory salary increments and other financial benefits from the job will begin around June
2024. The second half of 2024 is much more financially beneficial than the first half. In 2024,
Vrishchik Rashi employees could face difficulties and stress when dealing with their juniors in
their jobs. Being too helpful and understanding towards juniors is not advisable in 2024.

BUSINESS: Business prospects for 2024 for Scorpio or Vrishchik moon sign born
people:

There are risks of business losses, high costs of business, labour unrest, and, legal problems,
for Scorpio Moon Sign people in the first five months of 2024. April and May could be really
tough for those Vrishchik Rashi businesspersons who have labour intensive enterprises. There
can be worker unrest due to accidents, financial discrepancies, or, some other unexpected
reasons. The situation could become so complex that all attempts to solve it by conventional
means could make it more complicated. 
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From June 2024, there will be better progress in the businesses of Scorpio Moon Sign
entrepreneurs. They will bring positive changes in their enterprises and they will be able to
reduce the costs and losses too. The profits will increase and the Vrishchik Rashi
businesspersons will ink new business partnerships too. The favourable transits of planets from
June to December 2024 are good for all Scorpio Moon Sign entrepreneurs but they are a little
more beneficial for Vrishchik Rashi businesspersons who are in businesses related to
Engineering tools, Medical Equipment, Pharmacology, Finance, Banking, Marketing, Real
Estate, Construction, Infrastructure, Education, and Legal Services. 

EDUCATION: Education prospects for 2024 for Scorpio or Vrishchik moon sign born
people: 

2024 is going to be a difficult year for Vrishchik Rashi students. They will face unexpected
problems in their studies. Things will not go as planned and despite all the hard work the results
will not as expected. There could be change in the existing course of studies. Or, the Scorpio
Moon Sign students could be forced to switch the educational institutions a few times in order to
study a better subject or course, in 2024. Delays, distractions, failures and lack of focus on
ongoing studies will keep on troubling Vrishchik Rashi students in 2024. 

The most months of 2024, for Scorpio Moon Sign students, are January, February, March and
April. From May 2024, the situation will look like becoming more predictable but there will be no
stability before August 2024. This year, the Vrishchik Rashi students of Medicine,
Pharmacology, Accounting, Finance, Banking and Political Science will fare a little better than
other Scorpio Moon Sign students. It is advisable for Vrishchik Rashi students to be more
focused on their existing study courses and to stay away from all other distractions, if they want
to avoid such above mentioned problems. 

    

WEALTH: Wealth prospects for 2024 for Scorpio or Vrishchik moon sign born people:
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There are high chances of great financial losses due to unusually high expenses, bad
investments and legal problems, in January, February, March and April 2024. It is advisable for
the Scorpio Moon Sign people to be patient and to sit tight on their money in the first four
months of 2024. They should postpone all big expenses and investments till May 2024 or later. 

From May 2024, the expenses and losses will start reducing and the income will start increasing
gradually. Vrishchik Rashi people will have financial gains through their regular work, through
investments done in the past, and, through sale of real estate too. In August, September and
October 2024, Scorpio Moon Sign people could have some unexpected monetary gains. Such
gains could be connected to sale or division of family assets too. By the end of 2024, Scorpio
Moon Sign people will be quite satisfied with their financial situation. 

REAL ESTATE: Property related prospects for 2024 for Scorpio or Vrishchik moon sign
born people: 

Scorpio Moon Sign people can freely buy residential properties in 2024 but they should avoid
buying any commercial real estate this year. In 2024, it will be more profitable and beneficial for
Vrishchik Rashi people if they are able to buy apartments and condos, not houses which are
built on their own lands. 2024 is also not favourable for buying agricultural land or woodlands,
for Scorpio Moon Sign people. 

The best months for Scorpio Moon Sign people, for buying and selling residential real estate,
are January, July, October and December 2024. These four months of 2024 are favourable for
Vrishchik Rashi people for entering new houses too. But, they should not get involved in any
real estate deals in February, March and April 2024. There are high possibilities of disputes,
disagreements and legal hassles related to property deals in these months.
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VEHICLE: Prospects related to vehicles for 2024 for Scorpio or Vrishchik moon sign born
people:

2024 is not a favourable year for Scorpio Moon Sign people for buying a new vehicle, for
personal or commercial uses. The planetary transits this year indicate that some or the other
troubles related to vehicles will keep coming up, and the joy of buying new vehicle will not last
long due to such problems. It is advisable for Scorpio Moon Sign people to buy used vehicles
for now, and, then wait till May 2025 for buying their desired new vehicles. If they still insist on
buying new vehicles in 2024, they can do so in August, October and December 2024. They
should avoid buying vehicles in February, March and April 2024. 

In February, March, April, June and September 2024, the chances of vehicular mishaps are
quite high for Vrishchik Rashi people. So, they must drive a little more carefully in these months.
In 2024, the favourable colours for vehicles, for Vrishchik Rashi people, are White, Brown, Light
Blue and Orange. Yellow vehicles should be avoided only in the first four months of this year.
The colours which should be avoided in all months of 2024 are Black, Grey and Green.

LOVE: Love and Romance prospects for 2024 for Scorpio or Vrishchik moon sign born
people:

The love life of Vrishchik Rashi people could be full of misunderstandings, disagreements,
conflicts and mistrust, in the first five months of 2024. The main reasons could be lack of
devotion, straying out of the relationships, and, financial issues. In March, April and May 2024,
the situation will be extremely tough for the romantic relationships of the Vrishchik Rashi people.
They must stay calm, patient and must not be lured by the temptations of secret flings.   

There will be more stability, devotion and pragmatism in the love relationships of Scorpio Moon
Sign people from June 2024. There are high chances of finding new love in June, August and
September 2024. From June 2024, Vrishchik Rashi people will seek more meaning and
emotional satisfaction in their romantic affairs, and, they will try to be in stable long term
relationships. Most such love relationships of Scorpio Moon Sign people could convert into
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marriage, in 2024. 

MARRIAGE: Marriage prospects for 2024 for Scorpio or Vrishchik moon sign born
people: 

2024 is really an auspicious year for Scorpio Moon Sign single who want to get married. Most
such singles will be in serious long term relationships, or, they will get married in 2024. The best
time for getting engaged or for getting married is in August, October, November and December
2024. Vrishchik Rashi people must not organize any functions or ceremonies related to
marriage in May, June and July 2024, as the planet Venus is combust and weak in these three
months. 

The married Scorpio Moon Sign people could have some conflicts and difficulties in their
marriages in March, April, June, July and September 2024. But, the situation will not go out of
control even in these months, and the Vrishchik Rashi people will be able to bring back
normalcy and trust in their marital relations quite easily, despite some high intensity but short
term display of fireworks. In 2024, simply being devoted towards the marital vows and being
respectful towards each other will be enough to solve all misunderstandings easily.  

FAMILY: Prospects related to family and relatives for 2024 for Scorpio or Vrishchik moon
sign born people:

The health, safety and welfare of the parents will continue to be a concern for Scorpio Moon
Sign people, in 2024. For the parents of Vrishchik Rashi people, February, March, April,
November and December 2024 are quite difficult months. The relations with siblings and other
relatives will be strained till May 2024; thereafter slow, but still unsatisfactory, improvement will
be there in these relations. Matters related to property, money, loans and expenses could keep
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the family affairs disturbed in 2024 too. 

In 2024, the most worries and anxieties of Vrishchik Rashi people will be connected to their
children and other dependents. The children of Scorpio Moon Sign people could have some
behavioural issues or health problems, or, some other troubles related to their studies, money
or profession. These problems could create great disappointments, worries and anxieties
related to children, in the minds of the Vrishchik Rashi people. April and May 2024 could be
really stressful months with regards to the matters related to children and other dependents of
the Scorpio Moon Sign people.

TRAVEL: Travel prospects for 2024 for Scorpio or Vrishchik moon sign born people:

There will quite a few useful and planned travels for Scorpio Moon Sign people, in 2024. But,
the Vrishchik Rashi people will travel much less frequently in 2024, and they will not be too keen
to travel if it is not really necessary to do so. Scorpio Moon Sign people will travel mostly for
work and education in 2024, but they could be travelling for matters related to family,
investments, health or legal cases, in the first five months of 2024. After May 2024, some
Vrishchik Rashi people could be travelling to get engaged or married, or, for going on
honeymoon. 

Those Scorpio Moon Sign people, who are planning to relocate to other cities, or to move
abroad for settlement, will be able to do that in 2024. The most favourable months to do so are
January, February, August, September and December 2024. These months are good for
Vrishchik Rashi people for all other kinds of travels too. In their journeys in these months of
2024, some Scorpio Moon Sign people could have some unexpected but big financial gains too.
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REMEDIES: Jyotish remedies for 2024 for Scorpio or Vrishchik moon sign born people:

Vrishchik Rashi people can Wear Yellow Sapphires as gemstones for Jupiter, for benefits
related to health, education, marriage, love life and wealth, in July, August, September or
October 2024. They can also wear Rubies as gemstones for Sun for professional success,
confidence and decisiveness, in January, August or September 2024. The Scorpio Moon Sign
people can wear Pearls or Moonstones too for Moon, in 2024.

Scorpio Moon Sign people should keep fasts on Saturdays for better health, success in studies
and for reducing worries connected to children. The favourable colors for Vrishchik Rashi
people, for 2024, are Orange, Pink, Red, Brown and White. They can wear Yellow and Golden
too from May 2024. But, till the end of April 2024, Scorpio Moon Sign people should avoid
Yellow. In 2024, in all months, they should avoid Grey, Green, Black and violet colours.

Jyotish Biz
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